Our students enjoyed learning about this majestic wild cat. As to reinforce their knowledge about this animal, they actively took part in an art activity in making lion faces. Our students had a fantastic time in painting and creating these wonderful art pieces. The following information are students' reflections on their knowledge about lions and their art activity.

I enjoyed making the lion’s mane because it was lots of fun.
By Lidia FB

I liked painting my lion’s face and ears.
By Massod FB

I learnt that girl lions are called lionesses.
By Savith FA

I learnt that lions are a type of wild cats.
By Ashweena FB

It was little tricky making the lion’s mane.
By Rayan FB

Lions like to roar.
By Mehmet FB

I learnt that baby lions are called cubs. A group of lions are called a Pride.
By Bailee

I liked gluing the paper strips for the lion’s mane.
By Teyjah FA

I liked painting the lion’s face.
By Xiaolin FA

I liked helping my teachers pack up.
By Jamie FB